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We becam
me a revolutio
onary nation for
f a good parrt of our histo
ory. We thoug
ght our revolu
ution was a w
world
historical event. The fo
ounding fatheers thought th
hey were caussing a democrratic movemeent that would
d
spread an
nd end monarrchy in the kn
nown western
n world.
The Napo
oleonic dictato
orship made many
m
Americcans feel that France was faailing at dem
mocratic
governmeent and that might
m
endang
ger the US dem
mocracy. Becaause of that, JJefferson becaame an arden
nt
supporterr of the French
h Revolution..
The Monrroe Doctrine was
w excoriateed by many in
n Europe. Desspite promisin
ng not to inteervene in Euro
opean
affairs, thee US remaineed preoccupieed with it.
In all revo
olutionary mo
ovements, sta
arting with thee Greek revollt in 1821 and
d beyond, the US was the fiirst
state to reecognize new governmentss formed by th
hose revolutiions. The only
y exception w
was the Haitian
Revolutio
on.
ns believed in their own exceptionalism in the 19th cen
ntury. Promin
nent Americaan leaders bellieved
American
“we canno
ot be indiffereent to the spread of Ameriican ideas in F
France”, as if France had n
no history of
democraccy.
Between 1820‐1920
1
35m
million peoplee came to the US from Eurrope. This gav
ve the US a peerception thatt it
was the ch
hosen place.
Leading th
he world tow
ward liberty heelps to explaiin the US reacction to the Ru
ussian Revolu
ution of 1917.. The
US recogn
nized the new
w republic sev
ven days afterr the Tsar abd
dicated. US en
nthusiasm disssolved after tthe
Bolshevik
ks took over and it would be
b sixteen yea
ars before the US recognizeed the new go
overnment. T
This
demonstrates US resisttance to certaiin types of revolution. Thee Russian Rev
volution was seen as an
ideologica
al threat to th
he US.
Truman Doctrine
D
was first
f
policy to
o explicitly support free peeople.
The wars in the Middlee East has leftt the US a bit disillusioned
d about democcracy being su
uccessful
everywheere. We seem to be an all orr nothing peo
ople unable to
o accept a reall politik view
w of the world
d.

The Bill of Rights is sometimes forgotten by Americans because we take individual rights for granted.

Exploring Revolutions
Four cases were discussed as examples of the problems revolutions posed for. The four were Iran 1979,
Nicaragua 1979, Yugoslavia 1991, and the more recent cases of Egypt and Libya. A join panel followed
by separate breakout groups held extensive discussions. There were many issues peculiar to each
situation but also a number of common refrains very briefly sketched here:
Key themes
1. Founding fathers valued patience and forbearance in understanding revolutions
2. Need to appreciate the power of the ghosts of history: Americans are poor at paying attention to
the history of contending parties, competing priorities in a struggle may put some differences
aside but historical demands, needs and grievances return to the politics and frequently catch our
policies by surprise.
3. Pursuing conflicting policies with regard to one revolution is dicey yet the multiplicity of our
interests often requires it;.
4. Failure to predict revolution leads to inadequate policy response.
5. Personalities of leaders matter and shouldn’t be underestimated.
6. Understanding the successor generation and including them in decisions is important.
7. Emphasis on elections in US policies is often ahead of building the democratic process,
understanding, toleration and, in some cases security, to support to sustain the electoral process.
8. Multilateral aid has advantages of political acceptability.
9. Treating the losing party as normal opposition may be important to stabilizing a post‐
revolutionary situation.
10. US power and influence stored up is more effective then power expended.
11. Know your relevancy to the country you are trying to influence
12. Be wary of being sucked into being a partisan in a revolution
13. Foreign policy must be based on an informed public at home.
14. In trying to bring influence to bear think comprehensively about sources of power (DIME—
diplomacy, intelligence, military, economic).
15. Expect great problems in getting Washington to focus on sophisticated embassy reporting about
the situation or the consequences of different courses of action.
16. There is always pressure for policy goals to move and it won’t always be well considered.

Gary Hart closing statement
We live in a revolutionary era of profound change, occurring on four levels. Each is continuing and we
can neither see nor comprehend the long term effects of this revolutions on the world of foreign politics
or international relations.
1.

Globalization
Every decision we make matters more to others than ever before. Globalization has changed our
approach to foreign policy in some ways.

2.

Information
We are seeing a shift away from manufacturing base to information base. This has major

implications for our economy and for the involvement of people in foreign and domestic politics.
It is a central feature of individual revolutions as well as of the larger revolution in international
affairs.
3.

Rise of non‐state actors
An erosion of national sovereignty is taking place. The Westphalian era is ending as the centrality
of the state is eroding. The September 11 attacks showed us that the most powerful nation, USA,
can’t protect its own citizens. Yet there is not yet any replacement for the state.

4.

Rise of irregular warfare
Conduct of war is changing. Wars between states are declining but wars with groups, with non‐
state actors are expanding. We need to approach future strategy from this perspective

Because of the above four issues, we should question our foundational beliefs about the nature of
international relations. We must be wary of an uneducated public that fears these changes and reacts
emotionally to them.

